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ABSTRACT. Among materials having zincblende lattices, we find some that are characterized by a high thermal conductivity. This is a quite important feature for their application in semiconductor technologies and related devices. In this paper, we will discuss the thermal conductivity of two zincblende crystals (SiC and GaAs), stressing the role of lattice vibrations in producing high values of conductivity and of lattice defects in reducing it. In the framework of a model dealing with phonon dispersions and reliable scattering mechanisms, we will show how lattice thermal conductivity can be estimated from the Boltzmann Transport Equation in the case of any zincblende crystal.

Introduction. Measurements of thermal conductivities reveal that most of the high thermal conductors are adamantine (diamond-like) solids: among them we have Diamond, SiC, AlN, GaN and Si [1, 2]. For instance, the silicon carbide (SiC), a material which is fundamental for semiconductor technologies and for future innovations of them [3-5], has at room temperature a conductivity greater than $3 \ W\ cm^{-1} K^{-1}$ in the CVD grade and about $1 \ W\ cm^{-1} K^{-1}$ when sintered [6,7]. Such a high thermal conductivity could be surprising, because it is commonly believed that it is possessed just by metals, due to the presence in them of a free flowing cloud of electrons. In non-metallic solids, electrons are not free to move and therefore phonons are the only responsible for heat transport. They are so efficient, that in the diamond at room temperature they are producing an intrinsic thermal conductivity much higher than that measured in metals. Aluminium for instance has conductivity of about $2 \ W\ cm^{-1} K^{-1}$ [8], whereas natural diamond has a conductivity of about $20 \ W\ cm^{-1} K^{-1}$ at room temperature.

Compounds consisting of more than one element have often a crystal structure based on the cubic crystal system of the zincblende type. This crystal is like an adamantine lattice where two atom types form two interpenetrating face-centred cubic lattices. The zincblende structure has a tetrahedral coordination: each atom's nearest neighbours consist of four atoms of the opposite type, positioned like the four vertices of a regular tetrahedron. So the arrangement of atoms is the same as a diamond cubic structure, but with alternating types of atoms at the different lattice sites. Examples of compounds with this structure include gallium arsenide, boron arsenide (shown in the Figure 1), cadmium telluride and a wide assembly of other binary compounds.

Fig. 1. The lattice cell of Born Arsenide in the zincblende structure (Courtesy Wikipedia)
Some materials, such as abovementioned SiC and AlN ceramics for instance, are fundamental for the development of new devices including light emitting diode (LED) [9-11]. Since in these devices the dissipation of heat is crucial, it is important investigating their thermal conductivity and how disorder produced by point and extended defects can influence their thermal transport. For instance in diamond, the isotope disorder alone is able to strongly reduce thermal conductivity, even at room temperature [12]. And also experimental data for Silicon indicate a large rise in the thermal conductivity of isotopically pure Si when compared to natural Si [13-15].

Let us therefore discuss the thermal transport properties of zincblende crystals, in particular SiC and GaAs. We will propose for them a calculus of phononic thermal conductivity in the framework of an iterative approach used for diamond-like lattice [16-17]. In fact, this calculation can be easily applied to any other zincblende lattice, if we have phononic dispersion curves and dielectric constants for fitting parameters used in the calculation.

2. Importance of SiC and GaAs. Among adamantine compounds, Silicon Carbide and Gallium Arsenide are fundamental for electronic and optical applications: the first because it is able dissipating heat in devices, the second because components and integrated circuits obtained with this material are faster than those made of silicon, due to a large low-field electron mobility. GaAs compound is able to emit light, turning out to be useful for making lasers and light-emitting diodes in devices where the material is subjected to very high thermal gradients [11]. Silicon Carbide is an excellent abrasive and for this reason it had been produced for abrasive products under the name of Carborundum [18]. However, today, best applications of this material are in those devices where its high thermal conductivity coupled with a high strength allows enduring large thermal shocks. In this manner, SiC is very popular as wafer tray supports in semiconductor furnaces [19].

SiC crystallizes in several polytypes; the two most common SiC polytypes are 3C-SiC and 6H-SiC. 3C polytype, also known as beta-SiC, is the only polytype with a cubic structure. In addition to 3C-SiC, several hexagonal and rhombohedral lattice SiC crystal structure arrangements are possible. They are known as alpha-SiC. 3C-SiC crystallizes is a zincblende structure, hence it can be deposited on Si [20]. Compared to Si, SiC exhibits a larger band-gap, a higher breakdown field, a higher thermal conductivity and a high saturation velocity (see Table 1, [20, 21]). These properties make SiC very attractive for the fabrication of high temperature, high-power and high frequency electronic devices. In addition, it is a material used for fabrication of microsensors that can operate at high temperatures, for instance, as pressure sensors in engines [22, 23]. In comparison to diamond, attractive features of SiC are that it can be doped both p- and n-type and it allows a natural oxide to be grown on its surface.

Gallium arsenide is used in the manufacture of devices such as microwave frequency integrated circuits and light-emitting diodes [11]. Because the GaAs films are usually epitaxially grown, they are monocrystalline and have atomically flat interfaces. These films are extremely well controlled, unlike polycrystalline materials. With GaAs, lattice mismatches can be easily avoided and then GaAs-based systems, such as InP-based material systems, allow for direct incorporation of optical functions into mechanical structures [11]. Finally, its zincblende structure allows for piezoelectricity as a result of lack of center of symmetry, in contrast to silicon. This property leads to interesting sensing applications (see for instance Ref.24). Another advantage of GaAs is that it has a direct band gap, which means that it can be used to absorb and emit light efficiently [11].

3. Phononic thermal transport in cubic SiC and GaAs. Let us apply an approach to the evaluation of thermal conductivity in zincblende crystals, which had been developed for diamond structures [16]. In this approach, solids are described by means of a microscopic model considering the discrete nature of lattice, a true Brillouin Zone for phonon dispersions (acoustic and optical) and rigorous phonon scattering mechanisms. The phononic Boltzmann equation is solved avoiding relaxation time approximations, an approximation usually made to describe a phonon collision with
other phonons and defects. C, Si and Ge have been investigated [14, 16] and the role of isotope effects on thermal conductivity deeply discussed, finding good agreement with experimental data.

Table 1. Material Properties of Common Semiconductor Materials at 300K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>3C-SiC (6H-SiC)</th>
<th>GaAs</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Diamond</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Melting Point (°C)</td>
<td>Sublimes at 1825</td>
<td>1238</td>
<td>1415</td>
<td>Phase Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Operating Temp. (°C)</td>
<td>873 (1240)</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Conductivity (W/cm °C)</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Gap (eV)</td>
<td>2.2 (2.9)</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric Constant</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lattice constant (Å)</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let us consider a phonon system of a solid with a diamond-like lattice, with two atoms in the cell basis, but with different masses, as in the case of Figure 1. The model considers a lattice with its cell positions and atomic positions in cell basis. Crystal sites are interacting with a pair potential \( V(r) \), where \( r \) is the interatomic distance. The potential can then be described in terms of six parameters denoted by \( \rho, \rho', \beta, \beta', \varepsilon \) and \( \varepsilon' \) whose definitions are given in Ref.16. The parameters \( \rho, \rho', \beta, \beta' \) are governing the equation of atomic motion and can be obtained by fitting experimental phonon dispersion curves. Parameters \( \varepsilon \) and \( \varepsilon' \) are obtained from Grüneisen parameter.

The crystal excitations in the harmonic approximation, that is the phonons, are described by wave-vectors \( q \) of the Brillouin Zone, and polarization index \( p \), with a frequency \( \omega_{qp} \). The lattice displacement field \( \eta \) is then written in terms of phonon absorption and creation operators \( a_{qp}, a^*_q \) [25]. After, to obtain phonon frequencies and dispersions, we expanding function \( V \) in terms of lattice site displacement operator \( \eta \), we obtain second and third order terms of the potential energy for two interacting atoms at different lattice positions. The pair potential has adjustable parameters used to fit phonon dispersions and Grüneisen parameter [16].

In Figure 2, the phonon dispersions for GaAs are shown in comparison with experimental data (in the same figure, the phonon dispersions for SiC are also given). The theoretical calculation is here performed by means of atomic motion equations, including in phonon Hamiltonian a perturbation term to describe the shift of longitudinal optical LO mode. The perturbation changes LO mode frequencies by a factor \( (\varepsilon'/\varepsilon)^{1/2} \), as discussed by Born and Huang [25]: \( \varepsilon, \varepsilon' \) are static and high frequency dielectric constants respectively. For GaAs, LO mode shift turns out to be about 9% \((\varepsilon'=12.9, \varepsilon=10.89) [26]\). Let us note that the model is able to fit transverse acoustic modes in the main directions of the Brillouin Zone, with an overall good agreement with experimental data from Ref.27. The same approach for LO-mode shift is used for cubic Silicon Carbide too. For SiC, \( \varepsilon'=9.71, \varepsilon=6.52 \) give a shift of 22%, and the same value results by fitting phonon dispersion data of LO branch (see Fig.2, experimental data from Ref.28).

Theoretical calculations and experimental data allow to obtain parameters of interatomic potential which are used in theoretical evaluation of scattering matrices [16]. Lattice thermal conductivity is then obtained in the framework of the iterative approach, introducing anharmonic parameters \( \varepsilon \) and \( \varepsilon' \) in the three-phonon scattering probabilities. Parameters \( \varepsilon, \varepsilon' \), estimated through anharmonic Grüneisen constants, are the coupling factors in the three-phonon scattering processes that we have to consider when we are evaluate the thermal resistance to phononic transport [16]. In a three-phonon
scattering process, two phonons disappear to give an emerging phonon or a phonon decays in two others. Theoretical approach [16] to three-phonon processes, assumes a phonon wave-vector \( q \) belonging to a true lattice Brillouin Zone. Momentum conservation is then rigorously treated, in normal and umklapp processes.

![Phonon dispersions of GaAs and cubic SiC](image)

Fig. 2. Phonon dispersions of GaAs and cubic SiC, in comparison to experimental data [27] and [28]. The frequency is given in THz.

To obtain thermal conductivity, the phonon Boltzmann equation is linearized with respect to phonon distribution, which is not the equilibrium one, due to presence of thermal gradients. Introducing a deviation function \( \varphi_Q = \varphi_{qp} \) (\( Q \) indicates wave-vector and polarization \( q, p \)), proportional to the difference between perturbed \( n_{qp} \) and unperturbed \( n_{0qp} \) phonon distributions, linearized Boltzmann equation for a solid subjected to a thermal gradient \( VT \) can be assumed as in Ziman’s approach, in the form [29]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial \varphi_Q}{\partial T} \nu_Q \cdot \nabla T & = \sum_{Q'Q''} K_{Q'Q''} \{ \psi_{Q''} \psi_{Q'} - \psi_{Q'} \psi_{Q''} \} + \sum_{Q'Q''} \psi_{Q''} \psi_{Q'} \{ \psi_{Q'} - \psi_{Q''} \} \\
& + \sum_{Q'Q''} \psi_{Q''} \psi_{Q'} \{ \psi_{Q'} - \psi_{Q''} \} + B_Q \psi_Q
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

The 1-st and 2-nd terms on right hand side describe three-phonon scattering processes and the 3-rd term elastic scatterings due to impurities (point defects). The last term provides a phenomenological description of boundary scattering as a relaxation time. By \( \nu_0 \) the phonon group velocity \( (\partial \omega_0 / \partial q) \) is denoted. Here we will consider only point defects, however other defects such as dislocations, grain boundaries, stacking faults could be introduced. An iterative procedure then solves Boltzmann equation [16]. Let us call:

\[
\psi_{(Q)} = A_Q / G_Q
\]

(2)
with
\[ A_Q = \frac{\hat{G}_Q^2}{\hat{G}_Q} \nabla_T \cdot \nabla T \] (3)

and
\[ G_Q = \sum_{Q'Q} K_{Q'Q}^- + \sum_{Q'Q} K_{Q'Q}^+ + \sum_{Q} D_{QQ} + B_Q \] (4)

The recursive relation giving phonon deviation function is the following \((n\) is the recursive index):
\[ \psi_Q^{(n)} = \psi_Q^{(1)} + \frac{1}{G_Q} \left[ \sum_{Q'Q} \left\{ \psi_{Q'Q}^{(n-1)} + \psi_{Q'Q}^{(n-1)} \right\} + \sum_{Q} K_{Q'Q}^+ \left\{ \psi_{Q'Q}^{(n-1)} - \psi_{Q'Q}^{(n-1)} \right\} \right] \] (5)

as in [16]. Once \(n_Q\) is known, heat current density \(U\) is evaluated, and from the \(U_i\), \(i\)-th component of heat current \(U\) with respect to a Cartesian frame, tensor \(k_{ij}\) representative of thermal conductivity in \(i\)-direction can be immediately obtained.

For what concerns the so-called point defects, such as impurity atoms, substituted for the atoms of base crystal, being a point defect means a mass difference in lattice positions where defect is placed, giving an elastic scattering from a phonon \(qp\) into a phonon \(q'p'\). Due to \(\Delta M\) mass difference between regular site and defect, the kinetic energy of lattice site is changed. If the point defect is a different isotope of the same element, only mass change has to be considered [16].

4. Thermal conductivities. Natural isotope composition of materials acts on thermal transport reducing thermal conductivity. Gallium arsenide is a semiconductor material that, if it obtained by natural gallium, has 60.11% in \(^{69}\)Ga and 39.89% in \(^{71}\)Ga, whereas arsenide is a monoisotopic element. Since thermal conductivity in GaAs is three time smaller than in silicon, one can detect if it is possible to increase thermal transport with an enrichment of a gallium isotope. Experimental data have been obtained at the Kurchatov Institute in Moscow crystals of GaAs with an almost single \(^{71}\)Ga isotope composition [30]. Crystals are characterized by single grains of 2-4 mm in cross-section up to 15 mm in the direction of the crystal growth. Thermal conductivities were measured by means of the standard steady-state longitudinal method in a 2.5x2.5x22. mm\(^3\) samples. These experimental data are the first published data for isotope pure GaAs sample: some of these experimental data are reported in Table 2. Comparison between experimental data of enriched and natural samples gives a 6% increase in thermal conductivity at 250 K and a 15% increase at 100 K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (Kelvin)</th>
<th>GaAs enriched Exp.</th>
<th>GaAs natural Exp.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>GaAs enriched Theor.</th>
<th>GaAs natural Theor.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Theoretical calculations done with iterative technique are shown in Table 2 for comparison: the agreement with the experimental data is good. But, it is necessary to note that the isotope effect turns out to be more relevant in theoretical calculations. It means that other scattering mechanisms could be present in the sample, interfering with isotope effect. In Ref.30, it is in fact reported the presence of impurities coming from arsenic element.

Another scattering mechanism on the phonon transport can come from point defects as antisites, where a Ga atom is substituted by an As atom or vice-versa. Antisites produce a strong reduction of \( k \), as it is obtained in the calculation of the thermal conductivity in cubic SiC. Theoretical calculations are also in agreement with estimations of Daly et al. [31], obtained with molecular dynamics.

Thermal conductivity of cubic SiC must consider the presence of antisites, where a Si atom is substituted by a C atom or vice-versa, as point-defect phonon scattering mechanism. Antisites produce a strong reduction of thermal conductivity, in agreement with MD simulations and with experimental observations in irradiated specimens [32-34]. The thermal conductivity of pure cubic SiC, with a scattering mechanism produced by the presence of microcrystallites, had been discussed in [17]. Here, let us pinpoint the presence of antisites. A concentration of 0.5% point defects was considered. In Table 3, the result of calculations is shown in comparison with data obtained by means of the MD simulations [34]. In the table, thermal conductivity \( k \) for a perfect crystals is also shown. Antisites produce a strong reduction of \( k \) (in agreement with data obtained by Ju Li et al. [34] with MD simulation and with experimental observations in irradiated specimens [35, 36]).

**Table 3. Thermal conductivity (in W cm\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)) of SiC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (Kelvin)</th>
<th>Thermal conductivity ( k ) perfect lattice (iterative approach) in W cm(^{-1}) K(^{-1})</th>
<th>Thermal conductivity with antisite disorder (iterative approach) in W cm(^{-1}) K(^{-1})</th>
<th>Thermal conductivity with antisite disorder (Molecular Dynamics) in W cm(^{-1}) K(^{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let us stress that the presence of grain boundaries strongly reduces the thermal conductivity of at least 20% at room temperature (from 4.2 to 3.5 W cm\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\) at 300 K) [17]. But an antisite disorder is quite strong in reducing thermal conductivity: it reduces the thermal transport of one order of magnitude when 0.5% of the lattice sites are involved as antisites.

**Summary.** In the previously proposed approach to the evaluation of thermal conductivity, we have used a pair potential the parameters of which are estimated from fitting phononic dispersion curves and Gruneisen data. Static and high frequency dielectric constants are involved for determining the gap between acoustic and optical phonon dispersion. Since phonon dispersions, Gruneisen and dielectric constant are often available from scientific literature, this approach can be easily applied to other zincblende crystals. The proposed method for evaluating thermal conductivity is better that those using the relaxation time approximation [37], because it is based on a rigorous approach to the phonon scattering. Of course, calculations from first principles or molecular dynamics are possible too. However, the method here proposed is more intuitive, being based on parameters which can be easily evaluated from the measurements of macroscopic physical quantities.
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